
Generic Kit List   (Scout related items can be purchased from the Scout Shop)

Below is indicated a suggested kit list, it is not exhaustive. All scouts must travel to and from camp in full
scout uniform (at Summer Camp, this includes leaving site on visitors day).

Sleeping Bag
Personal groundsheet/Karrimat (if outdoors)
Underclothes, Socks etc
Warm sweaters
Shorts
Shirts/T Shirts
Old training shoes (2 pairs if possible, as trainers will be used when swimming in lochs)
Strong boots (essential: required for axemanship training and walking - may be worn as part of full uniform)
Pyjamas
Towels, Wash-kit
Swimming Trunks
Old waterproofs
Plate/Mug/Bowl/Cutlery
Tea-towel
Needle & thread
Torch/spare batteries
Suntan cream!
Insect repellent (may wish to bring midge nets etc)
Notebook & pencil
Hat (for sun)
Camera (optional)
Coat hanger (wire - for uniform)
Tracksuit bottoms
Thermos flask
Daysack (Summer camp)
Any personal special requirements eg medication

When packing items it is important to place them in a plastic bag inside the rucksac, in case it rains before the
tent is up. Rucksacs should be packed with nothing tied onto the outside (except karrimats, which should be
secured with at least 2 straps).

Notes for specific camps:

Summer Camp:  Whilst at camp, it is also recommended that scouts wear shorts as frequently as possible - wet trousers
can be very uncomfortable and almost impossible to dry in damp weather, legs are easy to dry!!!

Canvas Camps: Only Explorer Scouts, Patrol Leaders and Assistant Patrol Leaders should consider bringing penknives
to camp (these will be required to cut sisal and string for patrol based pioneering projects).

The camp organisers can accept no responsibility for personal equipment and clothing, and the Scout Association does not provide
automatic insurance cover in respect of such items. There will be a lock box available at camp and small quantities of money can
be kept for scouts by prior arrangement.


